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Question 1. A new motorbike costs 3,000 dollars. James has already 1,765 dollars. How much more money does he need? Question 2. There are 60 cars in the parking lot. How much money will it cost me to fill up my car? Question 4. Mandy packed 7kg500g of salt equally into 5 bags. What was the mass of each bag? Question 5. Question 1. There are 26 monkeys and 33 zebras in the zoo. How many monkeys and zebras are there altogether? Question 2. The price of a hamburger is 3 dollars. Topic: Mixed Basic Operations Word Problems-Worksheet 1. Answer the following: 1. In the recent examination, Timmy scored 25 points...
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Question 1. A new motorbike costs 3,000 dollars. James has already 1,765 dollars. How much more money does he need? Question 2. There are 60 cars in the...
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**Mixed math word problems first grade 1 Math and English**

Question 1. There are 26 monkeys and 33 zebras in the zoo. How many monkeys and zebras are there altogether? Question 2. The price of a hamburger is 3
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**Grade 4 math word problems with mass, volume Math and English**

Question 1. A chocolate cookie has a mass of 12 gram. What is the mass of 50 cookies? A chocolate cookie has a mass of ____ gram. What is the mass of
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Question 1. Mother baked 14 cookies. She shared them equally among her 5 children. How many cookies did each child? Question 2. Peter was very thirsty and

**Math word problems with ratios grade 6 Math and English**
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Question 1. Father gave me some money. I could choose between 15% of 1,500$ or 25% of 1,000$. Which amount did I choose? Question 2. Mike had 180 blue

**Decimal word problems math worksheet grade 5 Math and**

Question 1. I earn 5.50$ per hour. I work 8 hours per day. How much will I earn after 5 days? Question 2. Jenny bought 4.35kg of chocolate. She made 10
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Grade 1. Mixed Bag II. Word Problems. Name: Class: Question 1. There are 12 months in a year. How many months are there in 2 years? Question 2. There are
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GRADE 4. Region Center II. Mr. Jose Dotres, Region Superintendent This 40-Day Mathematics Countdown to
FCAT 2.0 has been developed as an 8th Grade Math Two Step Word Problems

Two Step Word Problems. 1) Kali won 98 lollipops playing hoops at her school's game night. Later, she gave four to each of her friends. She only has 10.

5th Grade word problems Aventura Math

This 40-Day Mathematics Countdown to FCAT 2.0 has been developed as an Countdown Week 1 C. The number of 4th grade boys is less than the.
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Countdown Week 1. Period_______. Day. Regional Center II December 2007. 1. 1) MA.A.1.3.2. A star's color gives an indication of its temperature and age.
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14 day free trial. . Grade 1 Math Word Problems Worksheet. Read and answer each question. Show your work! Mixed Practice Problems #4.
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Grade 2. Multiplication and Division Word Problems. Name: How much money did she spend? Question 6. There are 5 fingers on each hand. How many.
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Grade 1. Addition and Subtraction Word Problems. Name: Class: Question 1. There are 7 red apples. There are 8 green apples. How many apples are there

First Grade addition and subtraction word problems Math

Question 1. There are 27 bananas. There are 35 apples. How many fruits are there altogether? Question 2. Yesterday we ate 22 bananas, 24 apples,

Grade 2 Multiplication and Division Word Problems Math

Question 1. 5 boys share 35 candies equally. How many candies does each boy get? Question 2. 24 children are
put into equal groups. There are 4 children in
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Question 1. An apple has a mass of 250 grams. What is the mass of 5 apples? Question 2. The mass of an orange is 615 grams. The mass of a banana is 120 grams.
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Question 1. Mother cut a cake in 20 equal pieces. I ate of the pieces. How many pieces did I eat? Mother cut a cake in _____ equal pieces. I ate _____ of the.
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Question 1. I can pick 50 apples in 1 day. How many apples can I pick in 5 days? Question 2. There are 250 cows in a field. Each cow has 4 legs. How many
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Name__________________________ 2.OA.1. Use another sheet of paper to draw your number line. 1. There are 26

**Multiplication and division word problems grade 2 Math**

Question 1. 3 girls share 24 toys equally. How many toys does each girl get? _____ girls share _____ toys equally. How many toys does each girl get? Question

**First Grade multiplication and division math word problems**

Grade 1. Multiplication and Division Word Problems. Name: How many wheels do 4 cars have? Question 9. John and Peter share 16 candies equally.